
Knowledge Miner: Unlock Efficiency, Ignite Innovation, Master Your Data.

Revolutionize Decision-Making with Our Gen AI-Powered Solutions

Access intelligent insights seamlessly from diverse data sources with Gen AI solutions,
facilitated through an intuitive chatbot interface for informed decision-making.

Our Use Cases

Public Sector: A Gen AI Chatbot Web Application serves as a comprehensive helpdesk,
housing extensive data, policies, and best practices from various sectors such as Health,
Agriculture, Law, and more. This valuable resource is accessible to diverse public stakeholders,
aiding them in informed decision-making and policy formulation.

Energy Utilities: A specialized AI Chatbot Web Application supports Energy Utilities Industries
by aiding OEMs and engineers during downtimes. Tailored solutions and real-time guidance
enhance operational efficiency, ensuring seamless energy production and distribution.

Oil & Gas: A GEN AI document search chatbot is designed to assist engineers when they
encounter unexpected issues with drilling equipment during remote well operations. Engineers
can efficiently access troubleshooting guides, equipment manuals, and case studies from the
company's repository using this chatbot. By providing step-by-step instructions and best
practices, the chatbot facilitates the resolution of issues, thereby minimizing downtime and
ensuring smooth operations.

Insurance: Introducing a Gen AI-driven chatbot for insurance agents, providing quick access to
detailed information from multi-page PDF product brochures. Streamlining the process of selling
new products to clients, this solution enhances agent efficiency and client satisfaction.

Manufacturing: Instantly access standardized documentation for engineers and technicians,
ensuring uniform and reliable information. Streamline operations to minimize downtime, while
fostering continuous learning and skill improvement. Utilize feedback mechanisms for ongoing
refinement and improvement.

Knowledge Miner Benefits

1. Instant Access to Information: Eliminates the need for waiting on experts.

2. Consistent Knowledge Through Standardized Documentation: Maintains consistent
knowledge through easily accessible documentation.

3. Efficient Operations: Streamlines operations for quicker problem-solving and minimizes
downtime.



4. Continuous Learning and Skill Improvement: Promotes continuous learning and skill
improvement within the organization

5. Feedback Loop for Ongoing Refinement: An Established feedback loop ensures ongoing
refinement and mitigates knowledge loss

Why Knowledge Miner?

1. Cloud Flexibility: Deploy Knowledge Miner in your existing cloud environment with a
choice of LLMs like Open AI, Vertex AI, etc.

2. Data Security and Assurance: All Knowledge Miner data stays within your cloud
environment so your and your customers’ data always remains secure. Only relevant
data is shared with LLMs for your queries.

3. Audit and Compliance: Saves chat history and logs for audit and compliance purposes.

4. Comprehensive Support: Valiance Professional and Managed Services support
Knowledge Miner configuration, implementation, and continuous improvement.

5. Scalable Pricing:Recurring pricing based on a per-user model with no long-term
commitments


